



The relationship between various factors when possessing one’s 
ball and offensive outcomes in futsal
Shuhei KAMADA1），Akihito YAITA1,2）
Abstract
In order to comprehensively understand futsal games, this study investigated the offensive 
characteristics involved by checking all the locations and ways from possessing one’s ball to the end of 
the offense in games. All games which I targeted were games of the F-league being in the top level of 
our country. After tabulating a cross-table between the various factors when possessing one’s ball and 
offensive outcomes, the relationship was statistically tested. As a result, the following findings were 
obtained:
1） In the relationship between the way to get the ball and the outcome of offense, it was indicated 
that a newly started offense such as a corner kick or free kick significantly frequently ended in shooting, 
whereas  clearance significantly often led to a turn-over.
2） With respect to the association between the location where to play finally and offensive 
outcomes, in case that a team played the final play in their own field, that play tended to end in a turn-
over, but in case that near the other team’s goal, it tended to end in shooting. These issues indicated a 
tendency similar to many other goal-type ball games. 
3） A significant association between whether shooting was successful or not and the location where 
the final play was performed was found, showing that shooting from the middle position in front of the 
goal was significantly often successful. 
These results reveal the offensive characteristics in futsal games of the F-league. In futsal, the 
offenses initiated from set pieces such as corner kicks and free kicks that are unmarked tend to end in 
shooting. Moreover, the offenses initiated from clearances tend to end in turn-overs, that probably due 
to offensive technical errors.
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シュート 55 37 12 28 31 63 147 7 4 32 416
ターンオーバー 38 149 25 38 69 120 327 8 5 64 843
ディフレクション 31 76 17 10 37 46 150 4 3 31 405




シュート 5.17 -4.43 -0.48 2.44 -0.67 0.94 -1.05 1.20 0.67 0.05
ターンオーバー -4.61 2.19 -0.65 -0.12 -0.07 0.57 1.10 -0.75 -0.63 -0.06
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